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A roadmap supporting organisation and
service improvement in the railway sector

Vision statements and the story lines of main thematic areas
Providing green mobility services to rail and public transport

Addressing values, lifestyles and business cultures

Designing policy, cities and spatial structures

The roadmap: linking soft factors to the railway system
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Mobility Services
Connecting Europe and providing access to rail and public
transport while enhancing environment and quality of life
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Mobility Services
Vision for 2050
Today
2015
Railways are:
• bureaucratic habit
towards customers

Short term
2015 - 2020
• Railways monitor
customer needs

Medium term
2020 - 2030
• Passenger stations get
multi-modal and cultural
hubs.

• Quality targets for
• Services are slow,
• Freight services and
passenger and freight
services across all modes
inflexible and
intermodal terminals
expensive.
improve on efficiency
• first steps towards
• Quality targets are rigid or
• Costs of rail use decline
customer orientation
non existent.
considerably.

Long term
2030 - 2050
• One-stop-shop services
• Multi-modal quality
targets are met
• Rising demand,
automation and
standardization lowers
costs considerably.

The target
2050
• All railways - integrated
mobility providers serving
customer needs
• Low cost, flexible and high
quality door-to-door services
across Europe.

Some key aspects
From optimisation to full customer orientation
Change in railways’ business culture and policy styles
Quality targets for multi-modal mobility chains
Standardisation and automation for efficiency
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Mobility Services
Promising practices today
Schöbuchbahn
• successfull local

• revolutionary

Ro-La freight trains

method of
intermodal
transport

railway

• 300 % more

• no need to transfer

passenger is 20
years

goods between
trucks and trains

• high share in
Austria and
Switzerland

• TGV and Thalys

• revolutionary

taking more and
more air
passengers

mode for small
and big cities

• high growth of

• high growth of

passengers in last
25 years

passengers in last
25 years

• reduced number of
changes between
modes

Karlsruhe Tram-train

High-speed services
(TGV, Thalys...)
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Mobility Services
Examples for 2050 measures

Rail liberalisation
Provide incentives to move railways and policy
players more towards market and customer
orientation

Providing incentives and regulations for making railways
competitive under market conditions.
Agglomeration
Small Cities

Modal shift
potential [%]

short run
(2015 – 20)

medium run
(2020 – 30)

All European regions are subject to these
reforms with an expected increase of rail
demand by 5% to 20% by 2050 with higher
impacts on large agglomerations and
dense areas.

long run
(2030 – 50)

2,07
IMPACT - SCORE
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Values, lifestyles and business cultures
Influencing the attitudes and the actual behaviour of travellers
and companies is key for a long-term shift towards green modes
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Values & lifestyles
Our Vision for 2050
Today
2015
• Eco-frinedly fail or
progress slowly
• They are frequently
dominated by business
concerns.

Short term
2015 - 2020
• A shift towards
sustainable behaviour
visible.
• Work-life-balance and
flexibility gains
increasing importance

Medium term
2020 - 2030
• Sustainability becomes
element in general
services like school
curricula's or public
administration.
• Attitudes towards car use
become pragmatic.

Long term
2030 - 2050

The target
2050

• Consistent governance sustainability goals
among citizens and
companies.

• People, companies and the
public sector put high priority
on sustainability, health and
inclusion

• Thanks to good PT
services car use dropped
significantly

• Flexibility has reduced the
need for travel and car use

Some key aspects
Greater priority on green issues in politics, public services, business and private
decisions
Change in status symbols
Work-life-balance to become increasingly important
differences between central and high density areas and peripheral and low
density regions
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Policies for sustainable regions and cities
Designing settlements, agglomerations and regions to be best
served by public transport and to encourage active mobility
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Policy, regions & cities
Our Vision for 2050
Today
2015
• Consistent guidelines
for sustainable urban and
regional planning
missing.
• Coordination between
regional bodies low.
• Living standards differ in
Europe.

Short term
2015 - 2020

Medium term
2020 - 2030

• Urban and regional
sustainable planning all
over Europe.

• Agglomerations PTbased green living and
mobility

• Planning power - to local
bodies

• Small to medium cities
fostered.

• European gateways well
connected.

• European and national
transport, energy and
ICT plans integrated.

Long term
2030 - 2050

The target
2050

• Strong European policy
• Consistent transport and spatial
ensures open and
policy creates liveable and
competitive markets and
well-connected cities and
sustainable rail-based
regions
global and continental
logistics chains.

• Powerful global gateways.

Some key aspects
Urban and regional planning lead by sustainability guidelines
Improved European coordination in spatial planning
Liberalisation of the rail freight market improves economic viability
Integrated transport, energy and ICT plans
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Policy, regions & cities
Example measures for 2050

Transport Management &
Accessibility Plans (TMAP)

Making a good accessibility of commercial and
administrative facilities by rail and public transport
compulsory to reduce car dependency.

The purpose of the Transport Management and Accessibility
Plan (TMAP) process is to formulate a package of policy,
service and infrastructure measures to meet the
requirements of the subject site development.

Agglomeration
Small Cities
Modal shift
potential [%]
3 %2 %
short run
(2015 – 20)

medium run
(2020 – 30)

With including all major companies,
employers, etc. we might even see
some spill-over effects to long distance
rail travel.

long run
(2030 – 50)

1,22

IMPACT - SCORE
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The Railmap to 2050
Multiple ingredients and constant efforts are needed to revitalise and sustain a broad interest in rail based services
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Railmap towards 2050
Top-25 measure by time line

Freight network design

European HSR network

High service frequencies

Close network gaps

Incentives for customer orientation

Networks for longer /
wider trains

Rolling stock modernisation

Public service obligations

European logistics
brokerage platforms

Green and
walkable cities

Sustainable funding schemes
Mobility management
for employers
Mobility associations
European track access standards

Regular freight
shuttles

Door-to-door logistics
management systems
Intermodal freight facilities
On-trip internet access

Passenger stations to
urban centres

Inclusive planning
Urban car pricing

Activities for the
transport sector and
industries
•Networks
•Stations & terminals
•Rolling stock
•Service
•Rail reform
Activities for public
administration and
user communities
•Funding
•Regulation
•Planning
•Mobility
management
•Cities & regions

Re-vitalise rail stations
Mobility & accessibility plans
Upgrade intercity rail lines

European interoperability standards
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Thank you
Cosimo Chiffi
TRT Trasporti e Territorio
Via Rutilia 10/8, Milano, ITALY
chiffi@trt.it

www.civitas.eu
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